Focuses on reducing the incremental costs of alternative fuel vehicles and supporting infrastructure.
NCTCOG Technologies of Focus

- Propane
- Electric
- Natural Gas
- Related Infrastructure
Regional Cooperative Procurement

**Focusing** on local public fleets

**Coordinating** through HGACBuy, building upon their existing contracts and alternative fuel vehicle specifications

**Organizing** the cooperative procurement of select vehicles to obtain volume discounts that fleets could not access individually

**Executing** in Late Spring 2017
Regional Cooperative Procurement: HGACBuy

Vehicle Specifications and Contracts already available with volume discount options

Unlimited number of individual P.O.’s able to submit under one volume discount contract

Pricing is established with vendor based on the pool before HGAC pricing summary sheet can be completed.

Existing Published Light Duty Options Include: Electric and CNG
Regional Cooperative Procurement:
Anticipated Process

Fleet places vehicle purchase commitment with NCTCOG

NCTCOG pools vehicle purchase commitments from participating fleets

NCTCOG procures vehicles through HGACBuy contract to obtain volume discounts

Each participating fleet coordinates directly with vendor for P.O.
Regional Cooperative Procurement:
How to Get Involved

1. Get on Our Stakeholder Working Group List
   Email Bailey at bmuller@nctcog.org

2. Tell Us Where Your Fleet Stands:
   Take Our Survey

3. Attend Our Procurement Kick-Off Event!
   Date to Be Announced Soon!

For More Information and Access to the Survey: www.nctcog.org/f4f
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